New technologies can either improve or worsen health inequities.[@R1] Innovative technologies involving artificial intelligence are no exception, particularly where they are adopted and implemented in health systems. Indeed, determining whether and how artificial intelligence might contribute to reducing or exacerbating health inequities has been identified as a priority research area by several stakeholders and by numerous ethics and policy guidance documents.[@R2]^--^[@R4]

Understanding the connection between health inequities and artificial intelligence should be a priority when deploying these technologies in public health. Since public health activities typically target populations instead of individuals and require collective action instead of individual intervention,[@R5] introducing artificial intelligence technologies to support these activities may influence (either positively or negatively, intentionally or unintentionally) health inequities more than in other areas. As such, identifying the distinctive equity considerations and dimensions that might emerge in the public health context is critical.

However, doing so is not a straightforward task. First, we cannot simply look to past technological innovations to determine which health equity considerations or implications might arise with the use of artificial intelligence in public health because technological innovations and their diffusion in health systems each produce or interact with health inequities in novel ways.[@R1] We may not be able to assume that the trends or pathways that create or prevent inequities will be the same when implementing artificial intelligence technologies as they are with other technological innovations. This limitation may be particularly challenging with artificial intelligence technologies given their use of big data and machine learning. Second, artificial intelligence represents a vast and sometimes contested area of study and application. Here we define artificial intelligence as a branch of computer science that explores the ability of computers to imitate aspects of intelligent human behaviour, such as problem-solving, reasoning and recognition.[@R2] Technologies that are supported by artificial intelligence are therefore numerous, and include natural language processing, object recognition and reinforcement learning, among others. The ways in which these technologies might be deployed in public health are equally numerous, including digital disease surveillance, machine learning to predict incidences of noncommunicable diseases, and others. Finally, given that health inequities are often defined as differences in health that are unjust, even what should be counted as health inequities and what it means to achieve health equity may differ according to the nature of the new technology, how it is or has been integrated into health systems and our judgements about its interaction with the public's health.[@R6]

As a result, before research or health system interventions in this area are developed or implemented, we should first seek to conceptually map the unique ways in which inequities might manifest when artificial intelligence is implemented or used in public health. Indeed, important work examining the unique equity dimensions associated with specific artificial intelligence technologies in this area has begun.[@R7] Yet, we posit that there are general equity considerations and dimensions that can be identified and used as starting points for the reflection of equitable artificial intelligence in public health, and that it would be of benefit for the field to have these identified and enumerated. We will briefly describe four key equity considerations and dimensions and conclude by discussing how they can be used as starting points to further understand and enhance the equitable deployment of artificial intelligence in public health.

Core aims
=========

Before describing the four key equity considerations for artificial intelligence in public health, it is important to note two core aims that should be adopted given the prospect of deploying artificial intelligence technologies in the public health context. First, we should design and implement artificial intelligence technologies such that they do not create, sustain or exacerbate health inequities. This aim can be viewed as our negative aim, given its objective of preventing these new technologies from creating a situation that is worse than present. Second, given the promise that artificial intelligence holds for public health,[@R8] we should design and implement artificial intelligence technologies such that they actively work to redress or eliminate health inequities, or otherwise promote health equity. This aim can be viewed as our positive aim, given its objective to leverage the opportunities posed by these technologies to create a situation that is better off than present. These two aims cut across each of the considerations described below such that both positive and negative actions can and should be taken to address them.

Four equity considerations
==========================

The digital divide
------------------

Perhaps the most obvious implications of implementing or relying upon new technologies in public health is the risk of unequal access to such technologies, inequalities in the opportunity to benefit from such technologies and inequalities in the burdens generated by such technologies.[@R9] This digital divide between those who may or may not benefit from these technologies may manifest or become exacerbated between population groups (for example, groups with different socioeconomic status, geographic location, age, abilities, disabilities, and others), but also between researchers, public and private sectors, and even health systems. A divide may also emerge between those who actively choose to use or benefit from artificial intelligence technologies (such as wearable devices) and those who actively choose not to, for example for privacy reasons. This consideration raises the question: how does the use of artificial intelligence in public health reinforce or remediate the gap between those who may benefit from public health (including its data and interventions) and those who do not?

Algorithmic bias and values
---------------------------

Artificial intelligence systems must be programmed or trained with certain data that might be biased and will invariably reflect value judgements, for example, what it means for an algorithm to be fair, such as producing fair outcomes.[@R10] These value judgements have the capacity to create, sustain or exacerbate health inequities.[@R11] For example, applying machine learning to human language or text data for public health purposes could result in human-like semantic biases, including those that are discriminatory towards race or gender.[@R11] This consideration raises the question: what conscious or unconscious biases and/or value judgements exist in our artificial intelligence systems, including in the ways we train those systems?

Plurality of values across systems
----------------------------------

If due attention is paid to the sorts of biases and value judgements that inform our artificial intelligence approaches and the training of these systems, it is likely that different values will manifest in these technologies across health systems, for example between local, provincial, territorial, state, national, and international systems, depending on cultural or societal norms and values. The possibility exists that the explicit identification of values for artificial intelligence technologies adopted in public health systems will lead to health technologies, health interventions or perhaps entire health systems that will tend to produce unique outputs or outcomes according to those values or assumptions. This result may in turn create differences in outcomes between health systems that are attributable, at least in part, to the many values and assumptions that exist within the artificial intelligence technologies used within those systems -- which may constitute a source of health inequities. This consideration raises the question: to what extent do the explicit or tacit values and assumptions that inform artificial intelligence technologies in public health cohere across technologies, interventions and systems? Where different values and assumptions lead to health inequalities, should this be considered inequitable?

Fair decision-making procedures
-------------------------------

Given the apparent need to explicitly identify the values and assumptions that inform artificial intelligence systems and the training of those systems, in a pluralist society reaching consensus about what those values and assumptions ought to look like might be unlikely. In addition, reaching consensus on what equitable outcomes from artificial intelligence in public health should look like might also be challenging. In the absence of substantive agreement on these questions, we might instead install fair and inclusive processes for the design and use of artificial intelligence in public health. Such processes may include following procedural principles like transparency and accountability, engaging underrepresented population groups or those otherwise least likely to be advantaged by artificial intelligence technologies in decision-making, or prioritizing the needs of the least advantaged in the design and implementation of such technologies.[@R12] This consideration raises the question: what should fair processes for the development and implementation of artificial intelligence technologies and approaches look like, and how should diverse populations be engaged in designing them?

Conclusion
==========

The particularities of specific artificial intelligence technologies and approaches, in addition to the contexts in which they are deployed in public health surveillance, research, interventions or decision-making, will nuance each of the considerations and dimensions outlined above. As such, these considerations and dimensions cannot necessarily provide a roadmap to account for or address concerns of equity that may be present in every use of artificial intelligence in public health. Rather, we hope that they will serve as a starting point for the promotion of equitable artificial intelligence in this area. The distinctive equity considerations or challenges that will surface when such technologies or approaches are used in public health may be experienced only by particular stakeholders or communities, in particular contexts or under certain circumstances. As such, efforts to further map and understand these equity considerations ought to be accomplished in such a way that captures the multiple perspectives that reflect the diverse populations who will ultimately be impacted by artificial intelligence approaches used in public health practice, policy and research.
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